### Interval History

### Healer Preparation
- __ Center, Ground

### Advanced Healer Preparation
- __ Hara Alignment
- __ Core Star Expansion
- __ Spinning Chakras
- __ Etheric Vitality

### Interventions
- __ Beak Finger Laser
- __ Celestial & Ketheric Repatterning
- __ Chakra Connection
- __ Chakra Energizing
- __ Chakra Spread
- __ Chelation
- __ Deep Auric Clearing
- __ Etheric Template Repatterning
- __ Field Repatterning
- __ Fifth Layer Healing
- __ Glymphatic System Support
- __ Hopi Technique
- __ Laser
- __ Lymphatic Clearing
- __ Modified Mesmeric Clearing
- __ Noel’s Mind Clearing
- __ Scudder Meridian Clearing
- __ Siphon
- __ Spinal Clearing and Energizing
- __ Spinal Flush
- __ Spiral Meditation

### Assessment

### Reassessments

### Evaluation, Feedback, Homework